PERSPECTIVES

Katherine Stockdale
Perspectives from Tipon

Inca irrigation and terraces
Perspective from The Second Horse on the Trail
Perspective of the landscape of Peru
From Horseback
Perspective of Inca Rock Engineering
Sasquaywaman Historical Site
The Flowers’ perspective of Cuzco
Sasquaywaman
Perspective on Peruvian Engineering
Is that really doing anything?
Perspective on food
Guinea Pig- is it food or pet?
Perspective of the Urubamba... and lack of oxygen
Inca quarry hike
Perspective of the Inca tombs
How different of a culture!
Perspective of the Maccupiccu ruins
Complete with clouds
a few less clouds...
My Perspective:
We don’t have anything like that at home.
Perspectives from The Inca
We must build a school and sacred ground with the mountains watching over it.
Perspective from the back of the pack hiking Maccupiccu Mountain
So many stairs
Perspective
So many stairs... am I going to make this?
My Perspective
So close to the top!
Maccupiccu Mountain
Maccupiccu Mountain’s Perspective of Maccupiccu
The Sun Gate Perspective of Maccupiccu
Perspective from the city streets of Cuzco on our last day there
Perspective from the Plane over Peru
Leaving Cuzco